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Welcome,

I hope you enjoy this gift of a self-guided mini retreat. A retreat is

about walking away from your daily hustle and bustle and consciously

entering into the present moment, creating the time and space for your

inner voice to be heard. It is a time to reflect, gain new insights, and

renew your spirit.

Please be mindful that walking in natural areas can involve some

risk. As always, you are responsible for your emotional and physical well

being. So chose your location wisely and be aware of your environment.

Possible hazards may include the weather, the terrain, or the animals,

insects and allergens common to the habitat. Also please be a steward

for the natural environment you enter. Remain on the trails and leave no

trash behind,

Be wise, be safe, be mindful, enjoy.

Karin Marcus



The Holistic Benefits of Walking

There is no doubt that walking is good for you. It has long been proven to have
numerous health benefits but now it is understood to also be good for your mental
health and spiritual wellbeing.

Health benefits:
A recent AARP report states that walking 30 minutes, 5 days can week can help:

 Manage your weight
 Control your blood pressure
 Decrease your risk of heart attack
 Boost good cholesterol
 Lower your risk of stroke
 Reduce your risk of breast cancer and type II diabetes

As one person so aptly put it,” I have two doctors, my left leg and my right.”
(George Trevelyan)

Mental Health Benefits:

Walking, particularly in pleasant surroundings, is also very effective in reducing
tension and negative feelings. Walking has been shown to:

 improve self-esteem,
 relieve symptoms of depression and anxiety,
 elevate mood,
 reduce stress,
 enhance sleep,
 increase energy.

In general, an individual who walks regularly feels an overall sense of empowerment
from taking an active role in their health. Movement and growth are essential to life.
Inertia and stagnation strangle a person’s spirit and creativity. Sometimes when you feel
stuck, what’s most important is to simply start moving. The first step determines the
next, and eventually you will be in a completely new place physically and emotionally.
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Inspirational Benefits:

For centuries, walking has also been recognized as a form of mediation and prayer.
Examples include walking the labyrinth, circumambulating holy sites, or taking long
treks on pilgrimage. But it is especially effective as a spiritual tool in modern times
when our lives are constantly moving at a rapid pace.

 Walking helps slow us down and bring us into the present moment.
 It helps clear our minds as we lose ourselves in the rhythm of breathing

and moving.
 Walking in the wise company of nature can be a wonderful soul booster full of

inspirational metaphors such as the cyclical pattern of change, the vast horizon of
possibility, and the interconnectedness of life.

“Movement in the body brings movement in the mind. It is a natural alchemy. So many
of us seek this kind of movement in our lives, a fusion between being and doing. We
long to restore wholeness within ourselves and to connect with one another and with the
spiritual values that sustain and guide us.” (Carolyn Scott Korte, The Spirited Walker)

Walking a labyrinth for inspiration.
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WALKING WITH INTENTION
A Self- Guided Mini Retreat

Are you feeling muddled? Is an endless debate circling around in you head? Do you just
need time to breathe, so that you can sort things out? Do you feel disconnected from
your inner wisdom? Then a self-guided Walking With Intention Retreat is just what you
need.

Location: Chose a place in nature where you feel safe and can be quiet and
undisturbed. It can be a local park, an arboretum, a nearby hiking trail, or even your
own back yard.

Time: Give yourself one to two hours of open space and time. You don’t want to rush
into or out of this sacred time for yourself.

Equipment: A small pack with a journal or notebook and pen, some crayons or color
pencils, something to sit on, some water and perhaps a snack, as well as any extra
clothing to assure your comfort outdoors.

Step One: Entering your retreat (approx. 10 min.)

Upon arrival at you chosen location, gather your belongings, and take a moment to
set your intention.
 Acknowledge that all your worldly concerns can be temporarily put aside and

all who you hold dear will be safe while you take this time for some precious
self-care. Give yourself permission to be in the present moment.

 State your intention for this retreat, whether it be inspiration and renewal, clarity
on an issue, or simply pleasure and relaxation. Often stating an intention in the
form of an open ended question allows for the unknowable or unexpected answer
to appear. Example: Who am I now? How can I create more time for myself in my
life? How can I hear my inner wisdom and gain some clarity?
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 Take a deep breath and read the following poem by Ruth Baetz:

Before I enter nature I want to remember
I come here

To get out of my head and into my senses,
To immerse myself in peace and beauty,

To feel kinship with life,
To feel at home.

I come here
To be empty. Silent, still, receptive.

I come here
To be changed: to get a new perspective,

To find an answer,
To heal a wound,

To learn.
I come here
To be wild,

To be engulfed by wildness and mystery and wonder.
I come here

To worship, to thank, to praise, to love.

Step Two: Becoming Present (approx.20min)

While entering your new environment, be totally conscious of your five senses.
 Let your eyes soak in all the colors and shapes. Take in both the small details and

the broader perspective.
 Listen to all the natural sounds around you, again both near and far.
 Feel the ground under your feet as you walk. Reach out and touch and appreciate

all the textures around you.
 Taste the air you breathe, feel the breeze and sun on your tongue.
 Notice all the fragrances wafting on the wind. Be a detective and find where each

scent is coming from. Smell the ground, the plants, and the woods.
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Now turn your focus upon your breath. Set your pace to the rhythm of your inhalation
and exhalation. Notice how your breathing connects your internal environment to the
external world.

Step Three: Receiving (20min)

Continue walking until you notice something in your surroundings that particularly
attracts you. It can be a rock, a tree, a plant or animal, the sky or the ground.
 Sit down and draw it in your journal, notice the intricate details.
 Now write what you like about it, what you find intriguing or pleasing about it.

What feelings does it invoke in you?
 Reflect upon how this item is a metaphor for your life. What wisdom does it

hold for you? Write down your thoughts.

Step Four: Returning (20 min)

Now it is time to walk back to where you began. Notice how you are different.
 How does this new awareness feel in your body? Has your breathing changed?
 What is the expression on your face?
 How is your pace and the quality of your stride different?
 What new understanding are you taking with you as you return to your daily life?

Step Five: In Closing (10 min.)

Sit for a moment, open your journal, and write down any new awareness you had while
returning. Then complete these sentences:

 “I am grateful for this time I had with myself because...”
 “I promise to myself that I will incorporate this experience into my daily life

by...”
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Karin Marcus MA, PCC, BCC,
Karin’s personal coaching style combines her love for the outdoors and
respect for the human spirit. Her private practice, Stepping Out Coaching,
focuses on supporting women through life’s many transitions by helping
them to embrace change and reinvent their lives.

Karin’s goal is to help every woman become an environmentalist of her own heart.
Toward this end, Karin offers personal coaching by phone or “walk and talks” for those
who live in the greater Philadelphia area. She conducts ongoing women’s support
groups and several weeklong and weekend retreats throughout the year.

For more information: Call Karin at 610-667-5247
Or Email: Karin@SteppingOutCoaching.com

Or go to: www.SteppingOutCoaching.com
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